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1, INTRODUCTION 
Like the preceding papers in this series [3-51 the present one was 
inspired by [ 11. 
In this paper we study continuous linear operations J on the space 5%; 
of vector valued processes. If J is not real valued, we introduce a new norm 
]llJ]lj which, in case it is finite, will ensure the integral representation of J. 
We note that in case J is a functional, Ij/JIjl is equal to the usual norm llJj[. 
The integral representation is possible by reducing to the case of positive 
functionals studied in [ 11. For this purpose we associated to J a positive 
linear functional JJl on BP, similar to the way in which we associate to a 
vector measure its variation. There are two steps in representing J as an 
integral: first as an integral 
J(X)=JXpdm- +/Xdm, 
with respect to vector measures m- and m, (Theorem lo), and then as an 
integral 
with respect to vector valued stochastic processes A , A + with integrable 
variation (Theorem 13). For related topics see [6-lo]. 
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2. THE SPACES 9% 
Let (Sz, 9, P) be a probability measure space and (e),, 10,ooj be a tiltra- 
tion satisfying the usual conditions. Let E and P be two Banach spaces 
with norm denoted by I( . I(. 
If X: R + x Q + E is a stochastic function, we denote XT = sup,<, 11X, 11 
for t30 and X*=supSCcc I\X, I). Then (X7) is a cadlag process with values 
in [0, GCJ] (cadlag=right continuous, with left limits). 
Let 1 < p < co. We shall denote by 68% the vector space of all E-valued, 
cadlag, adapted processes X with separable range, having limits at cc and 
satisfying 
IlJ-II~P,= llJ-*ll,< 00. 
Processes which are indistinguishable will be identified. With (IX((,, as a 
norm, 93% is a Banach space. 
LEMMA 1. The bounded processes of 9% are dense in 3%. 
Proof: Let X E &%?s and for every n set T,, = inf{ t; XF- > n }. Then T,, are 
predictable stopping times and T,, T cc a.s. The stopped processes XL- are 
bounded: (IX’+ 1) < n and we have 
and 
therefore 
(X- XT.-)* -+ 0 as n-+oo; 
consequently 
(X- xG-‘-)* + 0 in Lp; 
x- XT”- + 0 in 9%. 
3. LINEAR OPERATIONS ON 92% 
We shall maintain the notations of the preceding section. 
DEFINITION 2. Let J: 9% -+ F be a continuous linear operation. We 
denote by JIJI( the usual norm of .I and we define 
IllJIll = SUP c IIJW)ll 
rel 
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where the supremum is taken for all finite families (Xi)it, from 92% with 
IlCisl llyll II3pP G l. 
We have, evidently, IIJ(I < lllJ[ll and 
;, IIJ(mll 6 IllJIll 
II II 
1 IWII 
ief 3cp 
for any finite family (xi)i,, from 3%. 
PROPOSITION 3. Zf J: 9% + R is a continuous linear functional, then 
Ml = IllJIll. 
Proof Let a < ll/Jlll and let (xi) be a finite family from 9% with 
IIC IIX’II II wP < 1 and a < C 1 J(xi)(. For each i let ai = + 1 such that 
IJ(xi)l = a,J(X’). Then 
and 
a<xa,J(X’)=J cajxi <IIJI/; 
( > 
consequently Il  Jill d ll JII. 
DEFINITION 4. Let J: WP, -+ F be a linear continuous operation. For 
every 4 E 93’; we define 
IJI (@)=sup c IIJ@“Nl~ 
iPI 
the supremum being taken for all finite families (X’)ie, from 93% with 
Ciel Ilx’ll G 4. 
In particular, taking XE 9% and 4 = JIX(( we deduce that 
llJW)ll G IJI WI) for Xfz95. 
It is clear that if 4’ < 4” in P+ then IJ( (4’) < IJI (4”). 
PROPOSITION 5. Zf (I( Jill < 00 then the mapping (J( : ~225 -+ R, is 
continuous. More precisely, 
IJI (4) 4 III JIII II411 ap for fje92~. 
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Proof. If (x’) is a finite family from 8% with 2 llXijl <# then 
IIC IWill IIgpG I1411Bp; hence 
and the inequality in the proposition follows. 
PROPOSITION 6. If lllJl[l < 00 then (.I1 is additive and positively 
homogeneous on CA’!+. 
Proof. Let $, q9 E 9: and let (Xi)isr and ( Yj)j,, be finite families from 
9% such that xi IIX’lI < 4 and cj 11 Yill < $. Then 
consequently 
; IIWi)ll ‘7 llJ(Y’)ll G I.4 (4 + II/); 
I4 (b)+ VI ti)G I4 (4+ $1. 
Conversely, assume first that 4 + tj > 0 everywhere. Let (Z’)i,, be a finite 
family from 9% with C )IZ’IJ 6 4 + $. Define 
xi=z$qq5+3/)-’ and r=z’$($+J/)-‘. 
Then x’, Y’ are cadlag and 1) Xi\) 6 llZ’)l, 1) Y’l\ < lIZi\\, therefore x’, Y’ E 9%. 
We have also Z’ = x’ + ri and 
c llml = ~11~‘11 44 + ICI)-’ 6 d 
and similarly, 2 (1 r’ll 6 $. It follows then that 
c IlJmll GE IIJW)ll +c IIJ(y’)II G I4 (4) + I4 (J/j; 
consequently lJ1 (4 + $) < lJ1 (4) + IJl ($). Consider now 4, tj arbitrary in 
W!+ and let E > 0. Then I$ + $ + E > 0 everywhere, 4+ E > 0 everywhere, and 
we still have 4 + E E 9%. From the first part of the proof we deduce 
I4 (4 + II/) G I4 ($ + b+  E) G I4 (4 + 8) + I4 (J/J 
4 I4 (d)+ VI t&J+ I4 (ti) i I4 (4)+ IllJIll E+ I4 ($1. 
Since E is arbitrary it follows that 
I4 (4 + ti) G I4 (4) + I4 (+I. 
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The homogenity of IJI follows immediately from the definition and this 
completes the proof of the proposition. 
We extend (Jl to a linear functional, still denoted by IJl, on the whole 
space gp, by 
IJI (4)= IJI Cd’)- IJI (4-J for q3 E gp. 
PROPOSITION 7. If lllJl/ < 00 then the mapping IJI : Wp + R is linear and 
continuous and we have 
II IJI II = IllJIll. 
Proof: For 4 E Wp we have 
I IJI (d)I= I IJI Cd’)- IJI (4-N d IJI (#‘I+ IJI (6) 
= IJI (141) Q IllJIll ll4llw; 
hence 11 IJl II 6 IllJIll. On the other hand, if (Xl) is a finite family from 92% 
with IlC IJX’II II,P< 1, then 
c IIJ(Wll GE IJI (IWII I= IJI (x 11~11) G II IJI II; 
therefore IllJIll d II IJI II. 
PROPOSITION 8. If lllJl[l < 00, then IJI is the smallest positive, continuous 
linear functional on BP satisfying 
IlJ(X)ll < JJJ (1X1) for aff XE 9%. 
In fact if J’: 91?p + R is a positive linear functional satisfying 
IIJ(Wll G J’(lWll ) for all XE WP,, 
then for any 4 E WP, and any finite family (xi) from WP, with C IlA”ll < q5 we 
have 
c IIJv%l <~J’WII)=J’ 
therefore lJl (4) <J’(4). 
PROPOSITION 9. If J: ~23% -+R is a continuous linear functional, then for 
any 4 E BP, we have 
IJI (4)=su~{lJWl;X~%, IWII <#I. 
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Proof. Let 4 E a$ and denote by b the right hand side of the equality. 
We have b < (11 (4). Now let (Xi) be a finite family from 8% with 
C \IX’II < 4. For each i let cli= + 1 such that [J(X)] = a,J(X’) = J(a,X’). 
Then 
and 
C IJ(Y)l =CJ(a,x’)=J CuiXi db; 
( ) 
therefore IJJ (4) <b and the equality in the statement follows. 
4. INTEGRAL REPRESENTATION OF LINEAR OPERATORS ON 92% 
We shall give first a representation of linear operations J with \llJlll < cc 
as integral with respect to stochastic measures, using the model for the 
scalar case in [l, VII, 21. 
THEOREM 10. Let J: a%-+ F be a continuous linear operation with 
lllJlll < co. There exist a predictable stochastic measure m _ : C#((O, 001) x 
9 + L(E, F) with finite variation and an optional stochastic measure 
m, : B( [0, 00)) x 9 + L(E, F) with finite variation such that for every 
XE~‘P, we have X- E Lb(rn-), XE Lk(m+), and 
J(X)={X- dm- +lXdm+, 
andfor every 4~9~ we have #- ELl((m-I), #EL1(lm+(), and 
IJI (6)=!#- dim-If~4dlm.I. 
Proof. As in [ 1, VII, 21 consider two “disjoint” copies 9- and Sz, of 
Q and denote by fi their union. To each element WEO there correspond 
two elements o _ and o + in 8. Then denote 
ti~=(o,m]xsz~, bv+ = [O, co)xJ-2+, FP&-Uti+. 
For each XE WP, we define 2: I@ --) E by 
f(t,w-)=x,_(O), , 2( t w + ) = X,(o). 
409/142/l-11 
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Wedenote&?‘P,={~;X~&!~)anddefme.?:.@-+Fand IJI”:%;--PR by 
j(f) = J(X) for XE~% 
and 
IJI n (6, = IJI (4) for 4 EBp. 
Then 
lj@,l G IJI” (Il~ll) for LYE.%;. 
We define then for 4 E 3%) as in Definition 4, 
Then 
that is, ljl = IJI “. The functional IsI on dp satisfies the Daniel1 condition 
on the set of bounded processes of 8p: if $” J 0, then d”_ JO and 4” JO; 
therefore #‘JO uniformly [ 1, VII, 21, hence Il@l(aP -+ 0. It follows that 
JJJ (4”) + 0, that is, lg( (@) + 0. 
By the Daniel1 theorem, there is a positive measure A on l@ endowed 
with the o-algebra Z? generated by &p such that 
l-4 @,=j&~ for I$ E BP, bounded. 
Since //I JI/( < co, 1 JJ is continuous on BP; since the bounded processes of 
ap are dense in gp, and since dp is a dense subset of L’(d), we deduce that 
the above equality is valid for all 4 E ~3~. 
As in [ 1, VII, 21 we add to fi all evanescent sets of I@ as well as of I@’ 
and I@‘+, and extend J to these sets, such that I vanishes on all evanescent 
sets. We denote then by L the restriction of 1 to I@- endowed with the 
predictable o-algebra 9, and by I, the restriction of 1 to @+ endowed 
with the optional a-algebra 6. We then consider the predictable extension 
of 2 _ to &?((O, co]) x 9 and the optional extension of 1+ to 
&?( [0, co)) x 9, still denoted by II- and A+, respectively. The above 
construction of I is that of [l, VII, 23 for positive functionals and we 
reproduced it here in detail because we shall use it in the sequel. 
Consider now the space L;(A). Then 4% is a dense subset of L;(I). In 
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fact, each 2~4% is separably valued and 11811 EL@‘cL’(I); hence 
RE L:(A). On the other hand, from the theory of the Daniel1 integral, hp 
is dense in L’(A): if JELL, there is a sequence #‘E&P converging to 4 
in L’(A); if XE E, then @xE@, Jx~Li(l), and ex + 9x in t;(A); since 
the linear combinations C $xi with # E .G@~ and xi E E are dense in L%(A), 
it follows that 8% is dense in L;(A). From the inequality 
it follows that .? is continuous on 4% for te topology of L;(A); therefore we 
extend j by continuity to L;(A) and still denote the extension by j. Then 
by [2, Corollary 2, p. 2611 there exists a measure m: fi --+ L(E, F) with 
finite variation Im( 6 1, satisfying 
Moreover, Irnl = 1. In fact, denote 
J’(d) = \ Id lml for 4~9~. 
Then J’ is positive and linear on gp and dominates J: 
IIJ(~)ll = ll.f(f)ll = (I [ fdm 11 Gj II~II d Id = J’(Ml h 
hence IJI QJ’; on the other hand, 
for fj~9P+, therefore J’ 6 IJI. It follows that J’ = IJI, consequently lrnl = A. 
Then 
l-fl (8,=jbW4 for fj3 EL’(A). 
We decompose now m = m ~ + m + , where me is the restriction of m to 
Ik endowed with the predictable a-algebra 8, and m, is the restriction 
of m to I@+ endowed with the optional a-algebra 0; we consider then the 
predictable extension of m _ to the a-algebra 9( (0, co]) x 9 and the 
optional extension of m + to the o-algebra 93( [0, co)) x 9, and we denote 
the extensions by the same letters. Then me is predictable, m, is optional, 
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[m-l =A-, Im+l =/I+, and the two integral representations in the state- 
ment of the theorem follow. 
The following theorem shows that we can always reduce linear opera- 
tions J on 9% to linear operations on the space gp of real valued processes. 
THEOREM 11. There is a l-l correspondence J + J’ between the set of 
continuous linear operations J: 93% -+ F with l/lJlll < co and the set of 
continuous linear operations J’: 92” -+ L(E, F) with llJJ’)II < c~j. The 
correspondence is given by 
J’(d)x = J(h) for qSEz%pandxE , 
and we have IJ’J = IJI and l[lJ’lli = /II Jill. 
Moreover, the measures m _ and m, corresponding to J and J’ by 
Theorem 10 are the same, that is 
and 
J’(d)=[&dm- +sldm+ for 4~9~. 
Proof: Let J: 9% + F be a continuous linear operator with lllJ[li < co. 
Let 4~8~ and XE E. Then #xE%?$. Set 
J’(d)x = J(q5x). 
Then J’(d): E -+ F is linear and continuous, 
llJ’(4)xll = IIJ(b)ll d IJI (Ildxll)= IJI (141) llxll, 
hence J’(~)EL(E, F) and ~~J’(q3)~~ d IJI (141). It follows that J’: ap -+ 
L(E, F) is linear and continuous and satisfies IJ’I d IJI, hence lljJ’l/l < II/J/l/. 
Conversely, let J’ : BP + L( E, F) be a continuous linear operation 
satisfying ~~/J’~[~ < co. Let m-, m, be the measures corresponding to J’ by 
Theorem 10. If XE WP, then X is separably valued and IlXll E Wp, hence 
IIX)I EL’(lm_1) and ((XII l L’(lm+I). It follows that X_ ELi(m_) and 
XE LL(m + ). Set 
J(X)=s X_ dm_ +j Xdm, for XEW;. 
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Then J: 9% + F is linear and for XE 9% we have 
consequently, (J( < (J’J and l(lJI(I Q (lIJ’\l/. Moreover, for ~E.cF’ and XE E 
we have C+~X E 9% and J(dx) = J’(~)x. 
Remark. We shall call J the “extension” of J’ from 9P to 9%. Because 
of the l-l correspondence, we shall denote both J and J’ by the same letter 
J, and then we can write J(c$x) = J(d)x for 4 E&Y and x E E. 
Using the correspondence between stochastic measures and processes 
with finite variation given in [3], we shall obtain from Theorem 10 a 
representation of linear operations J: 9% + F in terms of processes with 
finite variation. 
THEOREM 12. Let Z be a subspace of F’ norming for F and let q be the 
conjugate number of p. 
Let A-,A+: R+ x Q -+ L(E, F) be two right continuous stochastic 
functions with integrable variation such that (A-x, z> is predictable and 
(A+x,z) isoptionalforeveryxEEandzEZ, A;-=A;=O, AL-=Az. 
Set V= IA-J, + \A+], and assume that either 
(i) VE Lq or 
(ii) p = 1 and there is a constant c such that for every stopping time T 
we have 
E dlA-I,+ j 
CT-m) 
Then 
(1) The integral in the equality 
is defined for every X E 9% and z E Z, and the equality defines a continuous 
linear mapping J: 99; --) Z’ satisfying 
IllJIll G II VII LC in case (i) 
and 
Ill Jill G c in case (ii). 
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(2) J has values in L(E, F) in each of the following cases :
(a) F is the dual of a Banach space G and we take Z = G, hence 
F=Z’. 
(b) For every x E E and t > 0, the closed convex equilibrated covers of 
the sets {A;(o)x; WE&?} and {A,+(o)x; o~sZ) are a(F, Z)-compact. 
(c) For every x E E, A -x and A +x are separably valued. 
(3) If A -x and A +x are separably valued for every x E E, then A -x is 
predictable and A +x is optional. Moreover, for every XE 9% (respectively 
XE 9; in case (ii)), the integral below is defined and we have 
A’- dA; + i C0.s) 
(4) If A - and At are separably valued, then A is predictable, A + is 
optional, and for every 4 E %?’ (respectively 4 e 9’ in case (ii)) we have 
Proof: Let m_:@((O, co])xT+L(E,Z’) and m+:g([O, co))xF---, 
L(E, Z’) be the stochastic measures with finite variation, m_ predictable, 
m + optional, corresponding to A - and A + by Theorem 5 in [3]: 
(m-(Y),z)=E((/ Y,dA;,z)) for YELb(m-),zEZ 
and 
(m,(Y),z)=E((J YsdA:.;)) for YcLL(m+),zEZ. 
The integrals with respect to A- are taken over (0, co] and the integrals 
with respect to A+ are taken over [0, 03). The hypothesis implies that all 
integrals can be considered over [0, a]. If A’E~% then X- and X are 
separably valued, X_ E Lk(rn- ) and XE Lk(m+). In fact, in case (i) we 
have 
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and in case (ii) we have, as in the scalar case [ 1, VII, 671, 
E 
( 
j II&-it db-I,+j IWSII 4A+I, Gc IP-II.& > 
therefore in both cases 
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Deline 
J(X)=jX dvL+jXdm+ for XE9;. 
Then J: 9% + Z’ is linear and for XE 9% and z E 2 we have 
(J(X),z)=E [-X-s-d&-, 
K 
z)+{jX,dA:,z)). 
Now let (xl) be a finite family from B?% with l\C [(X’II (I ypp < 1. Then in case 
(i) we have 
c IIJW’%l<~~ j llX:-II Wls+j tl%ll dlA+l, 
( > 
GE 
(i 
1 Ilx:-II dlA-I,+ jc IWill dlA+l, 
> 
f ~Wli 
I II 
II VI ,!,4 G II VII I,g; 
BP 
hence IllJIll G II VI L4. In case (ii) we have 
c lIJW)tl<E [x IlX:-II 4A-I,+[~ IlX~ll dlA+l, 
( > 
< c c IIX’II 
II /I 
<c; 
PP 
hence 111 J(I( < c. Thus assertion (1) is proved. 
Assertion (2) follows from Theorem 5 in [ 31, since under conditions 
(a)-(c), m- and yn + take on values in L(E, F). 
To prove assertion (3) we apply [2, Proposition 22, p. lOS] or the 
Appendix in [S] to deduce that A -x is predictable and A +x is optional; 
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we apply then Theorem 5 in [3] to deduce that the integral 
E(jX,- dA; + 1 JCs dA;C ) is defined. 
Finally, to prove assertion (4), we apply [2, Proposition 24, p. 1061 or 
the Appendix in [S] to deduce that A ~ is predictable and A + is optional; 
and we apply Theorem 2 in [3] to deduce that the integral E(J q5- dA,-~ + 
1 qi, dA$) is defined. 
Here is the converse of Theorem 12: 
THEOREM 13. Let J: 92% + F be a continuous linear operation satisfying 
((I J (( < co. Then : 
(1) There exist two right continuous stochastic functions A -, A + : 
R, x 52 + L(E, Z’) with integrable variation, with A;- = A; = 0, 
A+ =A;, with A+ purely discontinuous, such that (A -x, z} is 
prT&table and (A +x, z) is optional for every x E E and z E Z, satisfying the 
equalities 
and 
for every X E 9% and z E Z. Moreover, 
(i) Zfp>l, then V=(A-(,=(A+(,EL~~~~ (/VII.,~q~~~J/~/. 
(ii) If p = 1, then for every stopping time T we have 
dJA-l,y+/ d IA+/, % < IllJIll as. 
cT.3~) i 1 
(1’) The stochastic functions A - and A + with the above properties are 
unique in the following sense: If (C-, C’) is another pair of stochastic 
functions with the same properties as (A -, A + ), then for every x E E and 
ZEZ we have 
(C-x, z) = (A-x, z) and (C’x, z) = (A+x, z) 
except on an evanescent set. 
If Z is separable, or iJ; for every x E E, C-x, C + x, A -x, A +x are 
separably valued, then for every x E E we have C-x = A -x and C+ x = A+ x 
except on an evanescent set. 
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If E and Z are separable, or if C, C+, A-, A + have separable range, 
then C- = A- and C+ = A+ except on an evanescent set. 
(2) A- and A+ have values in L(E, F) in each of the following cases: 
(a) F is the dual of a Banach space G and Z = G; 
(b) E is separable and F has the Radon-Nikodym property. In this 
case A ~ and A + can be chosen such that A -x and A +X are predictable, 
respectively optional, and separably valued for every x E E, and then 
A’- dA, +j X, dA, 
> 
for A-E@& 
co, 3c I 
(c) The range of J is contained in a subspace G c L(E, F) having the 
Radon-Nikodym property. In this case A- and A l can be chosen predict- 
able, respectively optional, with separable range contained in G, and then 
(3) If F is separable (or more generally, if A -x and At x are separably 
valued for every x E E), then A -x is predictable and A +x is optional for 
every x E E, and we have 
A’- dA, +I X, dA: for XESA?:. 
CO.=) 
(4) If L(E, F) . P 61 ( ts se ara e or more generally, if A- and A+ have 
separable range), then A- is predictable, A + is optional, and 
4, dA: for 4 l LSp. 
l0.m) 
Proof Let m-:%?((O, oo])xF+L(E,F) and m+:&?([O, co))xS+ 
L(E, F) be the stochastic measures with finite variation corresponding to J 
by TheoremlO. Let BP: (O,GO]XQ+L(E,Z’) and B+: [O,m)xQ-t 
L( E, Z’) be the stochastic functions corresponding to m _ and m + , respec- 
tively, by Theorem 6 in [3]. We can extend B- and B+ to [0, co] by 
B;=OandBL=BL-. Since m- is predidctable and m, is optional, by 
Theorem 10, we deduce that (B-x, z) is predictable and (B+x, z) is 
optional for x E E and z E Z and we have 
jXX-dBI+IX,dB:,z 
158 
and 
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IJI(IIW)=E 1 IWJI 4-ls+J‘Il~sll dP+I, 
( > 
for XE 92% and z E 2. 
Let B+’ and B+d be respectively the continuous part and the purely 
discontinuous part of B+ with B,+” = 0. Then 
Bi =B+“+B’d 
and their variations satisfy 
IB+I = IB+‘I + IB+“I. 
On the other hand, if (B+ 1’ and I B + 1’ are respectively the continuous part 
and the discontinuous part of IB+ I then 
IB+I = lB+l’+ IB+ld. 
Since IB+“I is continuous and IB+“l is purely discontinuous, from the 
uniqueness of the decomposition we deduce 
IBfC( = JB+I‘ and IB+dl = IB+ld. 
For every x E E and z E Z, (B+‘x, z ) is continuous; hence ( B’dx, z ) is 
optional as a difference of two optional processes. 
Denote A- = B- + B+’ and A + = B’d. Then A - and A+ have finite 
variation, and (A -x, z) is predictable and (A +x, z) is optional for every 
x E E and z E Z. Since every XE 99% is cadlag, for each o E 52 we have 
A’-(w)=X,(o) except on a countable set, which is dB+“(o)-negligible; 
hence 
and 
llx~-II d IB+‘i,=jco,,, llX,ll d IB+‘I,; 
therefore 
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for XE WP, and z E Z. Moreover, 
In fact, for XEL%‘~, we have 
IIJLVII GE 1 IV-II W-I.+/ IWII W+I, 
( 
GE IWeII dlB- +B+‘Is+j IP’sll 4B+dl, > 
GE IIs- W-l.+j IW-II W+‘I,+j Ilxsll dl~+~l, > 
=E 
(s 
Ilxsell W-ls+j Ilxsll dlB+I, 
> 
=IJl (IIXII). 
If we define J’ : 9V’ + R by 
then J’ is a positive linear functional on R*, and from the above 
inequalities we deduce 
IIJGUI 6 J’(IIXll)~ IJI Wll) for XELJI?;. 
Since JJI is the smallest positive linear functional dominating J, we deduce 
that J’ = I JI, hence 
IJI (lMIl)=E 
( 
j IWs-II 4A-l,+j Ilxsll dlA+I, 
) 
for XE 9%. So A - and A + satisfy all conditions of assertion (1) except (i) 
and (ii), which we proceed to consider now. In case p > 1, we know from 
the scalar case [ 1, VII, 651 that 11 VII Lu < q 11  JJ 11 = q 111 Jill, which proves (i). 
In case p = 1, assertion (ii) is deduced for IJI from the scalar case 
[ 1, VII, 671. 
Assertions (2), (3), and (4) follow from Theorem 6 in [S] for B- and 
B+; therefore they are true also for A- and A +. 
It remains to prove the uniqueness assertion (1’). Assume first that 
C-, C+, A-, A+ are separably valued. Then [S, Appendix) C-, A- are 
predictable and C+, A+ are optional. The method used in [ 1, VII, 21 for 
the scalar case, together with Corollary 3 of [3] and assertion (4) of this 
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theorem, can be applied here to deduce that C = A and C+ = A + 
except on the evanescent set. 
Assume now that, for every x E E, Cx, C+x, A -x, A+x are separably 
valued. Then we can apply the above case using assertion (3) of this 
theorem to deduce that Cx = A x and C+x = A +X except on an evanes- 
cent set, for each x E E. 
In the general situation stated in assertion (1) we deduce from the above 
that for every xcE and ZEZ we have (C-x,z)=(A-x,z) and 
(C+x, z) = (A+x, z) except on an evanescent set. 
If Z is separable, it follows that for every x E E we have Cx = A -x and 
C+x= A+x except on an evanescent set. 
Finally, if both E and Z are separable, it follows that C = A ~ and 
C+ = A+ except on an evanescent set, and this completes the proof of the 
theorem. 
Particular cases. (1) If J: 9% + R is a continuous linear functional, 
then L(E, R) = E’; hence A -, A + have values in E’, (x, A- ) is predict- 
able, (x, A + ) is optional for every x E E, and 
J(X)=E j (X,,dA,-)+j (X,,dA,+) 
( > 
for XEW~. 
If, moreover, E’ has the Radon-Nikodym property, in particular if E’ is 
separable, then A- is predictable, A+ is optional, and 
(2) If J: gp + E is a continuous linear operation with jl/Jlll < 00, then 
L(R, E) = E; hence A -, A + take on values in E”, (A -, x’ ) is predictable, 
and (A+, x’) is optional for every x’ E E’, and 
for q5 E ap and x’ E E’. 
If E has the Radon-Nikodym property, then A-, A+ take on values in 
E, A ~ is predictable, A + is optional, and 
j,s- dA, + jW4+ > for q5eBP. 
(3) If J: .91Yp --f E’ is linear, continuous, and satisfies 1llJllj < co, we extend 
it to a continuous linear functional J: 9% + R such as that considered in 
case (1) above. 
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